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The development of gene therapy as a treatment for cystic fibrosis (CF) lung disease has been limited in part by the lack of an animal model that presents a similar disease progression as humans. The generation of a porcine model of CF by somatic cell gene targeting and cloning to generate a CFTR null allele may provide the research community with an animal model that more closely mimics the human phenotype. We are optimizing a lentiviral vector for disease correction in this model by screening transduction efficiencies in well-differentiated primary cultures of pig airway epithelia (PAE) and wild-type pigs in vivo. Species-specific retroviral restriction factors may present barriers against lentiviral gene transfer. We contrasted the restrictive properties of human and pigs cells against both feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV)- and HIV-based vectors. Surprisingly, HIV-1 was restricted more by porcine cell lines and primary epithelia than was FIV. Using the FIV-based vector, we previously reported that the envelope glycoproteins from baculovirus (GP64), retrovirus (JSRV), coronavirus (SARS), and filovirus (Ebola) confer apical entry into differentiated primary cultures of human airway epithelia whereas VSV-G confers basolateral entry. Screening of the apical and basolateral transduction profiles of pseudotyped FIV of well-differentiated PAE resulted in gene transfer efficiency and polarity similar to that observed for human airway epithelia. In addition, we are testing the efficacy of multiple influenza A pseudotypes. Finally, we generated FIV vectors that express a variety of reporter genes including eGFP, mCherry, firefly luciferase, gaussia (secreted) luciferase, and nuclear targeted beta-galactosidase. Each of these reporters have attributes that make them suitable for measuring transduction efficiency and persistence in pig epithelial cells in vitro or in vivo. These findings indicate that pseudotyped FIV lentiviral vectors confer similar tropisms in porcine epithelia as observed in human primary cultures and have implications for the selection of vectors and envelope pseudotypes appropriate for preclinical gene therapy studies in the porcine model.
